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drivers in situations such as a four-way stop-sign intersection,
like hand signals, cannot yet be emulated by autonomous
vehicles. An external monitoring system can help mitigate
traffic collisions and serve as a bridge between autonomous
and human-driven cars.

Abstract—Many car crashes occur at four-way stop sign
intersections due to error-prone humans who misinterpret their
surroundings. A solution is needed to prevent possible accidents
and streamline traffic at four-way stop sign intersections. This
paper proposes a software-based monitoring solution to eliminate
this miscommunication that leads to accidents in a roadway
setting where human-driven and autonomous cars are integrated.
Relying on computer vision through an overhead camera and
a convolutional neural network, the monitoring system is able
to detect stopped vehicles at the intersection and direct traffic.
Additionally, a self-driving car equipped with line-tracking was
built along with a testing track to evaluate the efficacy of the
monitoring software. Due to the project’s limited resources and
insufficient processing power, the software was unable to function
as a real-time system. However, the system works with still images
of various intersection scenarios with high accuracy.

One viable option is a closed-circuit television (CCTV)
system, which is used for security and surveillance purposes
and transmits video footage directly to an external monitor [4].
However, current CCTV technology lacks the video analytics
required to be an intelligent system and make decisions without a human viewer. This project seeks to expand upon CCTV
technology, implementing deep learning and computer vision
algorithms so that a camera placed over an intersection can
recognize both human-driven and self-driving cars and direct
traffic. This way, the responsibility of determining which car
has the right-of-way can be shifted from error-prone humans
to a more accurate automated system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicle technology has improved rapidly and
substantially in the past fifteen years. Companies such as
Waymo, General Motors, Tesla, and Daimler AG have led
the way in the race toward the first fully self-driving car,
implementing digital cameras, radar, sonar, and sensor fusion
algorithms [1]. While vehicles have become increasingly automated, there has not been as much progress in developing
intelligent infrastructures that monitor and communicate with
these cars to optimize traffic. This research project examines
autonomous vehicle technology such as object avoidance and
line tracking through the construction of a small-scale selfdriving car, but its primary focus is on the development of a
software monitoring system. Specifically, this project examines
a traffic environment that, according to police reports, results
in 700,000 motor vehicle crashes annually: stop-sign controlled intersections. Approximately seventy percent of these
crashes are caused by stop-sign violations, when the car either
fails to stop or fails to yield [2].
This scenario becomes more hazardous due to communication issues between self-driving and human-driven cars.
Although ten million self-driving cars are projected to be on
the road by 2020, the overwhelming majority of cars will still
be human-controlled [3]. The communication between human

II. BACKGROUND

A. Arduino Uno and Wi-Fi Expansion Board
The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller that can interact with
a variety of accessories, including buttons, LEDs, motors,
and cameras through input and output pins, as displayed in
Fig. 1. Arduino is an open source platform that consists
of a microcontroller board and an Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) that is used to write programs that can
be uploaded onto the microcontroller on the Arduino board.
The Arduino Uno, a type of Arduino board, consists of 14
digital input/output pins, 6 analog inputs, and a USB port.
Either a USB port to a computer or a battery can be used to
power the board with a recommended power supply of 7 volts
(V) to 12V.
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and reception of ultrasonic pulses. This particular model of
ultrasonic sensor relays 40kHz ultrasonic waves and can detect
objects at a range of 2 centimeters to 500 centimeters, which
is an ideal range for the smaller scale of this simulation.
The FC-03 line tracking sensor seen in Fig. 4 uses transistortransistor logic (TTL) signals, which differentiates between
black and white by assigning each color a binary number,
thus allowing the car to stay within its lane. On the bottom
of the sensor are two modules which act as the infrared light
emitter and detector. Against white paper, the detection range
for the sensor measures 1.5 centimeters above the ground. Five
of these sensors enabled the smart car to track black electrical
tape in the environment and navigate around the intersection.
C. Camera
Figure 1: Schematics of the Arduino Uno™ [5]
Fixed on top of the Arduino Uno is an ESP-13 Wi-Fi
Expansion Board that includes additional input/output pins
that function alongside Arduino Uno pins. This component,
depicted in Fig. 2, allows the Arduino board to connect to
Wi-Fi and allows more accessories, such as sensors, to be
connected to the Arduino Uno.

Figure 5: Microsoft LifeCam HD 3000 [9]
The Microsoft LifeCam HD 3000, as seen in Fig. 5, was
used to scan the environment that the smart car is placed in
and was the main medium through which the neural network
would process the images. It was positioned so that it would
have an aerial view of the intersection. With a higher viewpoint
of the intersection, more obstacles can be detected and paths
to avoid the obstacles can be determined. This data is then
analyzed and used to direct traffic through the four-way stop
sign intersection.

Figure 2: ESP-13 Wi-Fi Shield [6]
B. Sensors

D. Python Programming
The Python programming language is a relatively simple
yet potent general purpose tool. It is particularly excellent
in its implementation of scientific computing and analysis
programs. Its simplicity allows it to be used more effectively
than more complex languages, such as C++ or Java. Due to
these advantages, Python was the main programming language
used to train the neural network. In order to fully leverage the
power of Python, Numpy was used to efficiently work with
arrays, making image processing easier and more powerful in
the process. Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV)
is utilized for its ability to process images and videos. It
includes many machine learning functions, allowing more
powerful image processing to be implemented.

Figure 3: HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Sensor [7]

Figure 4: FC-03 Line Tracking Sensor [8]
In order to construct a car that is self-driving, the vehicle
must be able to avoid colliding with obstacles in its path.
This can be done with the HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor. The
ultrasonic sensor, as shown in Fig. 3, measures the distance to
an object by recording the time elapsed between the emission

E. Machine Learning
In order to recognize the various types of vehicles at the
intersection, machine learning must be used. Machine learning
describes a series of algorithms that aim to make intelligent
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predictions based on input data. The project involved supervised learning, which details a series of algorithms that are
monitored by human intervention. Analyzing the set of labeled
data taken through the camera, the algorithm is able to find
patterns within the data set. In the case of computer vision,
the labeled data would be images with class labels.

becomes better at recognizing images, the neural network
improves at predicting the location of the object, or in this
case, the self-driven and human driven cars.
G. Convolutional Neural Networks
Regular neural networks do not work well with images since
the dimensions associated with images are too complex, so
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) were created to take
images as inputs. They analyze images in smaller sections
or features rather than the image as a whole. The neurons
in CNNs have three dimensions: width, height, and depth,
which refers to the color channels of an image (red, green, and
blue). Convolution is a mathematical operation that matches a
feature’s pixels with every part of an image. CNNs also utilize
pooling, a method that shrinks large images while maintaining
the most important information within them. A window or
section of the image is selected and the maximum value from
each window is kept, greatly reducing the number of pixels
in the image. Another facet of CNNs is the Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU), which changes any negative numbers from the
convolution to a zero. In the deep learning process, a set of
smaller, filtered images are formed from raw images that are
filtered, rectified, and pooled. This process can be repeated
multiple times, creating layers ranging from simple features
to complex details of the image [11].

F. Deep Learning
Deep learning refers to a subset of algorithms under the
broader scope of machine learning. The primary algorithm
that drives deep learning is the neural network, which mimics
the way neurons function within the brain. In the brain,
some neurons act as a trigger to send a signal and others
complete the action corresponding to the signal. Similarly,
neural networks use successive layers that take the output from
the previous layer as the input for the next. The path that the
neurons take between the input and the output is decided based
on the weights of each neural connection. For instance, one
connection can be weighted 0.9 while another can be 0.1, so
the probable path would be through the connection weighted
0.9. Using these weights, the neurons are able to create paths
between the input and output layer. This multidimensional
function is comprised of perceptrons, which accept multiple
binary inputs and output one binary output, either 0 or 1. The
value of each perceptron is shown in Fig. 6.

H. Transfer Learning
Transfer Learning is a machine learning technique that aims
to reduce the amount of time and resources that are usually
necessary to train a neural network. As a convolutional neural
network extracts features from a dataset, all of these features
are eventually pieced together into final confidence scores in
the final layer of the network. Removing the final layer of
one of these pre-trained networks can be done using Google’s
Tensorflow pre-trained models. Essentially, Transfer Learning
modifies the way a neural network pieces together extracted
features into predictions for different applications.

Figure 6: Value of a perceptron in a neural network [10]
w is the vector of weights of the binary inputs of a
perceptron. Each value of the weight vector represents the
relative importance of each binary input. x is the vector of
the binary feature values acting as inputs to a perceptron. The
dot product w · x, which is the sum of all the weight-feature
products of the binary inputs. A common practice with neural
networks is to represent the threshold of each perceptron with
a bias, represented by b = −threshold. As seen in Fig. 6, if
the value of the perceptron is below zero, the binary output
will be zero. If the value is above zero, the binary output will
be one. This output is then passed onto several perceptrons in
the next layer of the network if necessary.
While the network is training, a small change in parameters
to produce a small change in perceptron value is most desirable. This can be accomplished by making the perceptron
value an input to the sigmoid function, where x ∈ (0, 1). The
larger the input, the closer to one the output of the sigmoid
function is. The opposite is true for a smaller input, which
produces an output closer to zero. Applying this activation
function to a perceptron transforms it into a sigmoid neuron.
Thus, training the network becomes a more fine-tuned process.
Another integral part of deep learning is back-propagation,
which is the algorithm used by a neural network to update all
of the weights and biases in it. Overtime, just as the brain

I. CCTV Technology
Current CCTV technology has been rapidly advancing
toward Intelligent CCTV, or surveillance systems that are
capable of Video Content Analysis (VCA), which includes
the means for object detection and behavior recognition [12].
Rather than simply acting as a system to monitor and record
traffic, intelligent CCTV can analyze real-time video footage
and utilize that data for security or surveillance purposes.
Video analytics can also streamline the monitoring process
by automating object recognition and classification, which
would improve the overall efficiency of an organization. Using
Deep Learning-based object detection, this technology has
the capability to decrease easily preventable car accidents in
four-way controlled intersections. After analyzing the current
circumstance and arrangement of cars, it can transfer a signal
to the autonomous car, indicating for it to wait or proceed
forward.
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J. Environment

B. Line Following

The autonomous vehicle’s capabilities were tested in a fourway stop intersection that were joined in a figure-eight manner.
A camera was placed above the center of intersection to have
an aerial view of the environment, and it monitored the order
of arrival of each vehicle; it communicated this information
with a computer via wires. The road’s curvature tested the car’s
ability to utilize line-tracking mechanisms while also enabling
the smart car to drive continuously in a closed loop. Using
this specially designed roadway, the accuracy of the neural
network’s object detection can be effectively tested.

A fundamental component to developing the autonomous
vehicle is the line tracking program; this is necessary so that
the car is able to stay within its lane on the road. In order
for this program to work, Arduino tracking sensors, or light
sensors, are needed. These light sensors have a red and green
LED light attached to it that turn on and off depending on
its environment. It sends an infrared light to the surface and
measures the amount of light that is reflected back. This
function is useful when differentiating between white and
black in order to follow a line. On a white surface, the infrared
light is reflected and all three light components (red, green,
and blue) reach back to the sensor, allowing it to recognize a
white surface. On the other hand, a black surface would absorb
the three light components, so minimal light will be reflected
back [13].

III. P ROCEDURE
A. Autonomous Car Construction
In order to construct the base model of the autonomous car,
the OSOYOO Robot Car Starter Kit was used. As seen in
Fig. 7d, the main structure of the autonomous car consists of
an upper and lower chassis. The lower chassis contains the
motor driving module and the motors, while the upper chassis
holds the Arduino Uno, the ultrasonic sensor, as well as the
batteries needed to power the car as shown in Fig. 7a and Fig.
7c. Depicted by Fig. 7b, the autonomous car is powered by two
3.7V lithium-ion batteries, which is regulated by the Arduino
Uno to power all of the components of the car. Both chassis
are supported and attached together by five copper pillars.

(a)

In the smart car, five light sensors were used and they were
all placed at the front of the robot in an array, shown in Fig.
7c. With the light sensors, an algorithm was devised to track
where the black line ends and the white space begins so that
the robot can follow the line smoothly.

(b)

Figure 8: Visualization of program logic

(c)

Fig. 8 demonstrates how line tracking works with one light
sensor. In order for the Arduino robot to follow the line using
only one sensor, it must set its center position at case 2, where
the light sensor is halfway between white and black. In this
situation, the car would simply move straight as its orientation
would be parallel to its intended direction. If there is curvature
in the line, then the robot will run into situations such as case 1
and 3: the light sensor is either receiving too much or too little
reflected light compared to its ideal position. In the case where
there is too much white, the robot would turn left to shift its
orientation toward the black line. In the opposite scenario, the
robot would turn right to receive more of the reflected light
and reach its center position. This logic is then modified to
match five light sensors instead of one. With the logic from
if-else statements, the same conditions can be recreated with
five light sensors.

(d)

Figure 7: Autonomous vehicle built from kit
Positioned in the lower chassis are the four motors to which
each of the four wheels are attached. Along the front end of
the lower chassis, an array of five light sensors are attached,
with their protruding LEDs extending through openings in the
chassis to have a clear, unobstructed view of the ground (Fig.
7c). On the upper chassis, the ultrasonic sensor was placed at
the forefront of the vehicle as to detect the distance of objects
from the front of the car accurately while the Arduino Uno
sits in the center of the upper chassis to allow wires to easily
reach the main microcontroller.
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Figure 10: Diagram of ultrasonic sensor function [15]

With knowledge of how far away different objects are from
the ultrasonic sensor, a program can be written to allow
the autonomous vehicle to stop if the obstacle is a certain
distance away from it, thus preventing a crash. In doing so,
the autonomous vehicle would be able to safely navigate in
its surroundings and know how to prevent accidents when an
unexpected event occurs and obstructs its path.

Figure 9: Five light sensor line-following code
Fig. 9 shows how the binary part of each if condition can
determine the location of the black line relative to the robot.
For instance, when the black line is to the left of the car, the
sensors on the right end of the row would detect white and the
sensors of the left end would detect black; this corresponds to
the 0’s, which represent white detection, and the 1’s, which
represents black detection, in each possibility. Since there are
five light sensors, there are multiple ways for the series to
detect that the black line is to the right or left of its center
position, which explains different combinations inside each if
condition. For instance, 00111 means that the first and second
sensor detect white while the next three detect black, so the
car is slightly to the left of its center position. Using this logic
for each condition, the autonomous car is able to successfully
follow a solid black line and safely drive within the lanes of
a road.

Figure 11: Object avoidance program
C. Obstacle Avoidance
Another necessary feature of the smart car is obstacle
avoidance. In order for the car to be able to drive with
caution of its surrounding environment, an ultrasonic sensor is
required. Using the process visualized in Fig. 10, the ultrasonic
sensor is able to detect the distance between itself and an
obstacle in front of it. It does this by using its two transducers,
the circular structures on the sensor, and the trigger and echo
pin. The trigger first sends a signal to one of the transducers,
and in response, that transducer emits an ultrasonic wave and
starts an internal timer. This ultrasonic wave travels through
the air until an object or obstacle interferes with its path. When
there is an obstacle in front of the vehicle, the ultrasonic wave
reflects off the object and returns back to the sensor. Once the
wave reaches the second transducer, the echo pin receives the
signal and the internal timer stops. Using the timer difference
between when the pulse was emitted to when it was received,
along with the speed of sound, the ultrasonic sensor is able
to calculate how far away that particular object was from its
location [14].

The code in Fig. 11 presents the logic behind the obstacle
avoidance component of the smart car. The “distancelimit”
variable represents the distance, in centimeters, that an obstacle
must be from the car in order for the car to stop. If the vehicle’s
current distance is greater than the distance limit, that means
no obstacles are close enough to the car to cause a crash, so
the car can safely continue forward. However, if the vehicle’s
current distance is less than the distance limit, the car would
not stop immediately. Since the Arduino ultrasonic sensor is
not completely accurate, the smart car is programmed so that
it will pause and check whether an obstacle is truly closer
than the distance limit five times before stopping; the “thereis”
counter would instead increase by 1 for every check. Once
this counter reaches 5, the robot will stop and the counter will
reset. The robot would begin to move forward again once the
object passes and the car’s path is cleared.
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saved it to an images directory within the dataset. The naming
convention of the frames was frame[x].jpg, where [x] refers
to the number of the frame in the video. In order to create
annotations for this dataset, a program called LabelImg was
used. LabelImg allows users to draw bounding boxes around
various class labels that the user wants a future CNN to
detect. In our case, those class labels were “Self Driving
Car” and “Human Driven Car”, which respectively refer to the
autonomous vehicle and the RC cars. Data about the bounding
boxes and class labels were saved to respective XML files
using the above naming convention. Annotations were saved
to an annotations folder in the dataset.
Some of the training images were unusable, so a Python
program was written that deleted any training images that did
not have a paired annotation file. Using the WinSCP client
and file management program, the dataset was transferred over
to our virtual instance on Google Cloud. Since the dataset
was created on a different machine than the virtual instance,
some of the fields involving parent folders and paths in the
XML files had to modified for use on a Ubuntu machine. A
Python program was written that modified the parent folder
and absolute path of each XML file. Now that each XML
file was linked to its respective training image, a Tensorflow
record file can be generated. The XML files were in the Pattern
Analysis, Statistical Modelling, and Computational Learning
Visual Object Classes (PASCAL VOC) format, so a Python
program was written that converted all of the annotations files
into one Tensorflow record file.

D. Environment Design and Implementation

Figure 12: Aerial diagram of environment
The monitoring camera was positioned above the intersection, shown in Fig. 12. The track’s base was created out of
white poster paper which was taped together. One-inch thick
yellow electrical tape was used as lane dividers that were positioned in a figure eight shape with seven inches separating each
yellow strip. Black electrical tape was placed in the middle
of each lane for line-tracking purposes. A camera apparatus
was mounted overhead the intersection using two 65-inch tall
tripods and four interconnected metal bars attached to the
tops of the tripods, as depicted in Fig. 13. The camera was
mounted over the center of the intersection and was attached
to the metal bar with a zip tie, ensuring that the camera was
angled down. To simulate an environment of human-driven
and autonomous vehicles, two remote control cars were driven
around to represent human-driven cars alongside the Arduino
smart car.

F. Executing the Training Job
In order to implement a Transfer Learning-based training
job, the pre-trained R-FCN network from Tensorflow was
used. Each pre-trained network comes with a pipeline configuration file, which describes how Tensorflow should train
the model against new data. The configuration file, rfcn.config,
was modified so that it pointed to our Tensorflow record, class
label, and checkpoint files.
In order for Tensorflow’s train.py program to work properly,
the file structure in Fig. 14 was implemented.

Figure 13: View of completed environment and camera apparatus
E. Assembling the Training Dataset
Figure 14: Tensorflow training folder structure [16]

The dataset used for a transfer learning-based training
process on the Tensorflow Region-based Fully Convolutional
Network (R-FCN) pre-trained model was compiled through a
video segmentation program written in Python. The program
extracted the constituent frames of the training video and

One of the benefits of a Transfer Learning-based training job
is that executing a training job is relatively simple compared
to custom training scripts. Tensorflow comes with a default
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train.py program for its pre-trained networks. Since the pretrained network was fed a new dataset of images, the default
R-FCN pipeline configuration file had to be modified so that
it referenced the annotations folder. The training job was
executed using the command shown in Fig. 15.

IV. R ESULTS
A. Autonomous Car Performance

Figure 15: Tensorflow training execution command [17]
G. Implementing the Intersection Algorithm
Now that TensorFlow generated all the necessary files
needed for object detection to work, the authors implemented
TensorFlow’s default object detection script from its Github
repository.

Figure 18: Autonomous car performing line tracking program
along the center line

Figure 16: Code to generate bounding boxes and labels around
desired objects

B. R-FCN Object Detection

The constructed self-driving car can successfully line
follow along the centerline in the figure-eight track with
little deviation, nearly accurately resembling the smoothness
of a realistic smart car, as shown in Fig. 18. When tested
with object avoidance, its ultrasonic sensors could effectively
detect an obstacle in front of the car and stop until an object
has cleared the path. However, since the ultrasonic sensors are
not completely reliable, there was a slight delay in detecting
objects as it was turning.

Fig. 16 shows the execution of the TensorFlow object
detection API.

(a)

Figure 17: Portion of the code responsible for identifying
relative positions of the cars in the intersections
In order to begin positional analysis, which is identifying
the position of the cars relative to the center of the intersection,
the space bar was programmed to act as a trigger to begin
positional analysis on the current frame in the video stream,
as shown in Fig. 17.

(b)

Figure 19: Precision vs. Recall graphs of both training classes
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On a video stream, the object detector was able to achieve a
detection rate of approximately 0.5 frames per second, much
too slow to be tested as a real-time system. Thus, still frames
of example intersection scenarios were used to test the trained
R-FCN object detector.
The performance of the Self Driving Car and Human Driven
Car classes are shown in Fig. 19a and 19b accordingly. The
Human Driven Car Class was shown to have a higher average
precision of 78.00%, compared to an average precision of
71.12% achieved by the Self Driving Car class.
As shown in Fig. 20, the object detector was able to achieve
a mean average precision of 74.56% on an evaluation dataset
of 456 images.

V. C ONCLUSION
Ultimately, this research concluded that computer vision
and machine learning are potent tools that can transform the
way drivers interact with each other. Given the study’s time
constraints and limitation of resources, this research could
only be carried out to a certain extent. Unfortunately, this
research was limited to the processing capabilities of the
provided computers and therefore was unable to run a realtime detection program. Yet, if the script were to be uploaded
to a Nvidia Jetson, the video stream would be streamed much
faster than 0.5 frames per second, and the monitoring system
would be more practical and effective. Another time-related
improvement that could be implemented in the future is the
addition of a dashboard and a video upload option to the
dashboard. The addition of such a feature would result in less
time elapsed when testing dashboard features.
One modification which would make the system more
realistic would be the implementation of motion-inference
detection, which analyzes the movements of autonomous and
human driven vehicles. While the neural network had no issue
differentiating the human-driven cars apart from the smart
car, this task is more difficult beyond this study because
the physical characteristics of autonomous cars and humandriven cars in the real world are barely distinguishable. In
fact, these physical distinctions will slowly disappear as sensor
technology allows for more compact self-driving car bodies.
While the two look almost identical, self driving cars tend
to navigate streets more smoothly than their human-driven
counterparts. Therefore, motion-inference detection would be
able to classify the cars apart based on metrics such as
acceleration and jerk.
Lastly, if this intersection monitoring system is successful
with such changes, the next step would be to scale, or increase
the carrying capacity of, the model described in the paper to
work in a real-world, four-way controlled intersection. As the
model is adjusted for real-world traffic loads, mass testing
in multiple of such intersections within suburban settings
would be a feasible step in the testing process. Analyzing the
capacity of current CCTV cameras and their control rooms
within towns allows the researchers to gauge the practicality
of a purely CCTV-dependent intersection monitoring system.

Figure 20: Mean Average Precision graph of R-FCN object
detector
C. Position Detection
Building upon the R-FCN Object Detection, a bounding box
was placed in the center of the intersection to act as an origin
for the positions of the vehicles around the intersection. Each
of the four ends of the intersection was labeled correspondingly in relation to the center of the intersection: top, right,
bottom, and left. As shown in Fig. 21, each car is labeled
with a number and the neural network was able to not only
distinguish each car fairly accurately, but also print out each
vehicle’s position in the serial monitor. This displays the neural
network’s ability to both detect each vehicle and analyze the
location and the number of vehicles in the intersection.
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